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Notes Were Artistic Success
But Bankers Panned Them

AT LEAST SIX ARTISTS SUBMITTED DESIGNS
for Series of 1896 Silver Certificates. Successful artists

were to receive $800 for each approved design. Those who
were unsuccessful were Arthur Flemens, Charles Stanley
Reinhart (1844-1896),
and George Maynard
(1843-1923), who had
submitted designs
between May and
September 1894 .
Thomas F. Morris
became Chief of the
Engraving Division at
the Bureau of
Engraving and Printing
on November 1, 1893.
Letters at the National
Archives confirm that
three artists had already
been selected by that time.

The designs of Will H. Low (1853-1932), Edwin H.
Blashfield (1848-1936), and Walter Shirlaw (1838-1908)
were approved. Each was known as a muralist and had dec-
orated the Manufacturers and Liberal Arts Buildings at the
Columbian World's Exposition. Blashfield and Shirlaw also
contributed to the decorations in the Library of Congress

The subject on the face of the $1 note is History
Instructing Youth by Low and engraved by Charles
Schlecht. The backs of each denomination were designed
by Thomas F. Morris. Portraits of Martha and George
Washington are on the back of the $1 note. Charles Burt
engraved Martha and Alfred Sealey engraved George.

Mr. Low also designed a $2 note; however, this
design was rejected. Lengthy correspondence in the
National Archives confirms that Mr. Low was extremely
unhappy because he was never paid for his $2 design.
The successful design for the $2 note is based on
Blashfield's $50 design. His Science Presenting Steam and
Electricity to Commerce and Manufacture was engraved by
G.F.C. Smillie and Charles Schlecht.

"The 50," he said, " is an important compositional

factor in the building up of my design. I have arranged a
pyramid [effect] which a two cannot possibly supplement a
fifty." The artist expressed his displeasure when he heard
that his design would be altered, but lost the argument.
The back of this $2 note shows the portraits of Robert
Fulton and Samuel F.B. Morse engraved by Lorenzo
Hatch.

The $5 note is considered by most collectors as the
most attractive of the three issued notes. The painting for
this and the other two denominations are housed at the
Bureau of Engraving and Printing (BEP). Electricity
Presenting Light to the World, by Walter Shirlaw is the sub-
ject of the $5 note. The figures on the face of this note
were engraved by G.F.C. Smillie. This design went
through some alterations including the size and shape of
the light bulb held by Electricity, the size of the thunder-
bolt held by Jupiter, and other minor changes.

The back, has portraits of U.S. Grant and General
Philip Sheridan. In the center is a winged female head.
Photographs of the designers wife suggest that she served
as the model.

These notes only circulated for a few years; they
were replaced by Series 1899. There were complaints,

mostly by bankers,
that the notes were
too dark, and that
they didn't look like
previously-issued
notes. They did not,
and that was the rea-
son for commission-
ing three muralists.
On August 15, 1897,
The New York Times
reported that "The
whole series has
proved unsuccessful

from the point of view of the handlers of money." The art
world hailed the three designs as the best example of gov-
ernment workmanship.

On July 25, 1898, a young lady by the name of Ellen
Collins wrote to the U.S. Treasury complaining about the
"indelicate figures" on the $5 bill. She also said the figures
were "a distinct insult to our sex...." Ms. Collins was told
that her "suggestion will have the fullest consideration. ..."
This correspondence was found at the National Archives.

Alterations were made on each denomination; the
most noticeable is on the $5 note. The central figure on
the $5 note now has a flimsy negligee-like garment. Proof
impressions were made of each denomination from
engraved plates, including a $10 note, but Series 1897 was
never issued.

The face and back of the issued $1, $2 and $5 notes
and the face of the $1-$10, Series of 1897, are all available
as BEP souvenir cards. This is an inexpensive way to have
notes, some unissued, at a fraction of the cost of the
actual notes. (Copyright story reprinted by permis-
sion from Coin World, August 26, 1996.) •
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